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Abstract: Process technologies such as Personal Software ProcessSM
(PSP) and Team Software ProcessSM (TSP) provide a good foundation
for Six Sigma applications in business. Business approaches using Six
Sigma provide methods for process improvement and analysis to achieve
the goals of the PSP/TSP. This article discusses a framework with which
software engineers and project managers can quantitatively manage
software projects for improving the processes by applying Six Sigma in
conjunction with PSP/TSP.
Introduction
The advent of CMMI® has helped software engineers and
project managers understand the principles and approaches of
software process improvement [1, 2]. Many people believe if an
organization achieves a higher CMMI maturity level, a higher
performance of the software processes follows. The performance they achieve depends on their executions of each CMMI
Process Area (PA). CMMI is a framework that helps improve
software product quality and productivity but not processes.
CMMI describes the characteristics of processes but not the
processes themselves. In other words, CMMI just includes “what.”
There have been difficulties in increasing productivity with these
models because “how” is not within the scope of the CMMI. Thus,
software engineers and project managers know the goal of their
project, but they do not know how to implement each procedure
of the CMMI PAs or have the means to improve the processes
for their goal. SEI has introduced “how to” technologies for CMMI
at the individual and team level with PSP and TSP. There are also
several “how to” technologies, appraisal methods, PSP/TSP, and
measurement and analysis tools, which are foundations of the
solution for high performance of software process [3].
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Figure 1: The “How to” Technologies for high performance
In this article, we focus on the integrated use of Six Sigma
and PSP/TSP for higher performance of software processes
and project management. PSP helps individual developers
improve their performance by bringing a discipline to the way
that they develop their software [4]. TSP provides software engineers and managers with a way to establish and manage their
team to produce high quality software within a given schedule
and budget [5]. Six Sigma is a quality improvement approach
to enhancing an organization’s performance by using statistical
analytic techniques [6]. It provides the quantitative analysis tools
necessary to control process performance.
Many organizations that endeavor to improve software
processes often find themselves integrating many approaches
to achieve that improvement. Integrating Six Sigma and PSP/
TSP can enable software engineers and project managers to
analyze PSP/TSP data and to systematically improve process
performance at an organization level. To do this, we map Six
Sigma tools to each PSP/TSP process in order to show what
Six Sigma techniques can be applied to the data of a given
PSP/TSP and suggest Six Sigma practical usage guidelines to
support process improvement activities at an individual and team
level. However, there are a few analysis tools, such as process
dashboard [7], Hackystat [8, 9], and PSP Assistant [10], and
systematic process control functionality metrics collected in
PSP/TSP activities. This article suggests Six Sigma and PSP/
TSP tools that we have developed and proposes a framework
for integrating those tools based on a knowledge-base repository. Thus, we can create a quantitative project management
methodology by integrating Six Sigma and PSP/TSP based on
a knowledge-base repository.

Integrating the “How to” Technologies
Six Sigma supports software process improvement in PSP/
TSP activities and helps organizations to achieve process
improvement goals at an organizational level. PSP provides
individual level project data containing information from what
should be done to what has been done. Then, TSP is used in
order to extend the collected data into a team view. Despite the
fact that TSP activities are mostly based on the PSP results,
PSP and TSP should be handled in different ways according to
their different points of view. This means that the way of utilizing
Six Sigma for each process should be different.

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS
Since most of the PSP metrics and quality assurance activities are embedded in TSP, an adequate understanding of PSP
is necessary. Six Sigma provides PSP/TSP with various tools for
detecting special causes of variation, evaluating the impact of
process changes, and improving process performance at an organizational level. Figure 2 presents the relationships among the
“how to” techniques at an organization level. Using Six Sigma
tools, individual-level data gathered from developers, following PSP0 through PSP3, is managed and analyzed. In addition,
based on the PSP data, which is transformed into TSP data at
a team level, TSP establishes a defined process foundation and
generates useful data that can be analyzed using Six Sigma
tools. The analysis results from Six Sigma provide methods for
analyzing collected data in PSP/TSP and leads to individual and
team level (further, organizational level) performance improvement through effective decision making.
Six Sigma provides various statistical and non-statistical tools
in order to support effective decision making in the process of
developing software. Mapping Six Sigma tools to each PSP/
TSP process helps software engineers and managers understand how to use Six Sigma analysis techniques in conjunction
with PSP/TSP data. Mapping the Six Sigma and PSP/TSP
process, shown in Table 1, describes the statistical analysis and
decision-making support tools of each PSP/TSP phase and
its purpose. Since PSP/TSP activities are performed in several
cycles, more Six Sigma tools can be applied in later cycles. The
main issues of the mapping between Six Sigma and TSP actually rely on information gathered from the PSP activities. In other
words, it is important to define what and how to extend the
individual data to the team level information. To do so, we have
defined several steps by tailoring the TSP launch process in [5]:
Strategy, plan, risk, assessment, review and postmortem.

An Integrated Framework for Six Sigma and PSP/TSP
Six Sigma and PSP/TSP Tools
We suggest frameworks and implemented relative tools of
Six Sigma and PSP/TSP, Six Sigma Project Management Tool
(SSPMT), JASMINE, and ALADDIN, respectively [11, 12].
SSPMT is a web-based Six Sigma project management supporting tool that supports Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve,
and Control (DMAIC) and Design for Six Sigma methodologies.
Using the project initiation data and PSP/TSP data gathered
from JASMINE and ALADDIN, SSPMT performs each step of
DMAIC and provides analytic results. JASMINE and ALADDIN
are web-based PSP and TSP project supporting tools, respectively. Since TSP mostly gathers information from the PSP
activity results, most of the process works are done by using
JASMINE. JASMINE collects an individual developer’s work
product information such as Source Lines of Code (SLOC), fault
counts, and so on. When a system is developed using Eclipse,
it provides plug-in that automatically collects bug occurrence
information per compiler. ALADDIN recollects the individual
level project data and categorizes it at the predefined team level
for further organizational decision making. Although the tools
interact with each other, since they use individual data repositories, they are not fully integrated from the management point of
view. Our intuition is that the decentralized database reduces the
capability of managing the output of each process and further

Figure 2: Integrating the “How to” technologies
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Table 1: Mapping table of Six Sigma and PSP/TSP
quantifying decision-making variables or measurements.
As the PSP/TSP process continues, Six Sigma quantifies
the results of the processes by using various tools in order to
provide decision-making support. The detailed procedure of this
process, using the existing tools (SSPMT, JASMINE, and ALADDIN), can be described as follows:
1. Initiate the PSP/TSP process using JASMINE
and ALADDIN.
2. Store the PSP/TSP data in the data repository of SSPMT.
3. Analyze the PSP data and report individual level process
performance improvement and decision-making issues
using the SSPMT.
4. Organize the PSP data into the predefined team in order
to support TSP data analysis.
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5. Analyze the TSP data and report the team level process
performance improvement and decision-making issues
using the SSPMT.
6. Generate the results of both the individual and the team
level decision-making report.
7. Keep track of and provide feedback to the next cycle.
First, the PSP and TSP are performed by following their own
process using JASMINE and ALADDIN. Then, the overall data
is stored in the data repository, which is in the SSPMT database.
(We will discuss the repository in the next section in detail.)
ALADDIN collects the results, gathered from JASMINE, and
combines them in the form of teams that were predefined in
TSP team building in order to support team level decision makings and analyses. Finally, the SSPMT generates the decisionmaking report according to the data and its analysis.
According to the procedures above and the mapping table
shown in the previous section, the suggested architecture supports not only PSP/TSP activities, but also their relative analysis
results and decision-making issues at an individual level and a
team level. In addition, the results of the statistical data analysis
help the project managers and software engineers to readily
make various decisions, for example, changing the management.
It is also easier to manage each process’s data concurrently by
integrating the data repositories.
However, since the tools use individually distributed data
repositories, the measurements, relative matrix, and results are
not managed concurrently and there is also needless storage
waste. For example, since most of the data analysis results of
the TSP are based on the PSP data, the TSP tool itself does
not need to be inputted again and/or the data restored. Thus,
it is better to directly store the necessary measurements and
minimize duplication.

Knowledge-based Data Repository
According to the facts stated above, the suggested architecture is based on the integration of the database of the three
methodologies. Since it manages the overall data of each process results by integrating the database, a more quantitative and
integrated process and project management can be provided.
In order to integrate the supporting tools of the three processes, we provide a knowledge-based database. As shown
in Figure 4, the database architecture consists of three data
repositories as follows:
1. Master Data Repository:
Project Master Data: contains project initiation data, such
as baseline, team members, resources, schedule, 		
measurements, process mapping information, etc.
Process Master Data: contains setup information for Six
Sigma and PSP/TSP processes (e.g., DMAIC, DFSS of
Six Sigma).
2. Instance Data Repository: stores each process’s
empirical data (measurement) produced by each tool
(e.g., Six Sigma instance data, PSP/TSP instance data).
3. Analytic Data Repository: stores analytic results of 		
instance data using Six Sigma data analysis.
8
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Figure 3: Data Repositories

Figure 4: Integrated framework for data management
The master data repository, which contains project initiation data and process setups, provides the basic information
of a project and its process to the instance data repository. For
example, the Six Sigma framework and team information can be
used in Six Sigma instance data and TSP data, such as process
ID and process name, and PSP data, such as individual member
information, PSP process ID, and name, can be used in TSP
instance data, and PSP instance data, respectively.
Based on the data collected, PSP activities are performed
and TSP extends the results to a team level using the team
member information and process ID. While PSP/TSP tools perform their process, Six Sigma instance data repository collects
the results in order to perform the data analysis that is used to
support decision making. Finally, the analytic results are stored
in the analytic data repository.

Data Management
In order to support the data repository framework, we implemented a central data management application, QPC, MDC, and
PCM for managing and analyzing the metrics from the
PSP/TSP.

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS
The register in the MDC, which is the central data management application, receives the process and project master data
(e.g., project title, budget, schedule, and so on) from the managers. The distributer then distributes the information to each tool.
According to the data, JASMINE performs the PSP activities and ALADDIN combines the results at a team level and
performs the TSP activities. The SSPMT then analyzes the measurements collected from the tools and provides decision-making reports. During the Six Sigma analysis, the PCM continually
monitors the processes and feedbacks the analysis results to
the organization in the form of a report or e-mail. QPC transfers
the analysis data of the SSPMT to the analytic data repository,
and if required, to other data repositories.

Supporting Decision Making
An Integrated Process
In this section, we suggest a practical guideline showing how
the framework can be used by providing an example process of
the suggested framework. Figure 5 shows the overall process of
the suggested framework. The process can be categorized into
three layers: administrative, project, and organization.
First of all, the administrative layer works from the administrator’s point of view. In this layer, the project manager registers the
project basic information and its process information and maps
the process and the project. As mentioned in the previous subsection, all the project initiation information can be registered
with the MDC. If a similar project exists, the project manager
revises it and uses a new project template.
In the project layer, PSP and TSP processes are performed
according to the predefined mapping information. As shown in
Figure 5, each project team member first performs his or her
individual role by following the PSP activities PSP0 through
PSP3. Then, they gather the individually performed outputs (e.g.,
SLOC, fault count) in order to extend it to the team level using
the TSP based on the team information and TSP process ID
gathered from the administrative layer. Data collected in this
layer is stored in the instance data repository.
In the organization layer, using the individual and team level
information gathered from the previous step, the Six Sigma
process is performed using appropriate tools based on the predefined framework. Using statistical and non-statistical analysis,
Six Sigma provides analysis results at the project, individual,
team, and organizational levels. According to the results, the
SSPMT provides an analysis report that quantifies the overall results and enhances organizational decision making. By using the
PCM, project managers can also monitor whether each project
is going well. Finally, the feedback based on the overall results
and relative reports can be used to improve the whole development lifecycle and further organizational improvement.

Quantitative Project Management
Based on the suggested integrated framework and processes,
we can collect individual (xpsp) and team (xtsp) data through the
PSP/TSP processes at the project layer. We can also elicit a set
of metrics (xtsp’) from individual (xpsp) and team (xtsp) data in the
TSP phase. The data is analyzed using Six Sigma tools at each
project layer and organization layer. Then, the Quantitative Man-

Figure 5: An Integrated Process

Figure 6: Quantitative Project Controller
agement Indicator (QMI) absorbs the analyzed data (ytarget) and
determines if it satisfies the organizational goal. If so, the process
continues the same as at present. If not, individuals and the team
will receive feedback indicating what and where the problems
are. Then, the process will be changed or fixed according to the
issues and the process will be repeated with newly collected
metrics until the QMI confirms that the goal is satisfied.
Using the QMI, it is possible to directly relate the individual/
team level data and related metrics to the organizational goal.
Since it indicates the locations of the cause of the disconfirmation, organizations can reduce the cost and change the schedule
of the process execution. As a result, by applying the QMI at
each PSP/TSP phase within Six Sigma’s quantitative measurements, organizations can deliver their products with the desired
quality, which will lead to customer satisfaction.

Conclusion
This article focused on supporting quantitative decision making for process performance during software development projects. It is proposed to seamlessly integrate Six Sigma and PSP/
TSP tools using a knowledge database. Thus, an organization
can continuously improve its process based on empirical and
analytic data and move to a higher CMMI level. In the future, we
expect to develop more accurate metrics for quantitative project
management of each domain and project guidance.
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